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In the present study, we focus on Mr. Shen Congwen’s acceptance of the New 
Literature before he went to Beijing in 1923 and endeavor to investigate the 
penetration of primitive New Literature as a specific existence to the entire literature 
development in a more comprehensive way. Previously, No monographs or articles 
would avoid dealing with this topic if they depicted Mr. Shen’s traveling routes in 
Xiangxi. Usually people would cite various accounts in Mr. Shen’s own words to 
explain the reasons why he abandoned his army life, devoted him into a literary career 
and subsequently went to Beijing. If we look at this problem from a background 
perspective, we can merely perceive that the New Literature struck and impressed 
Shen Congwen with a blur image in the whole. However, if more efforts are made to 
explore it, perhaps it will benefit us with a better understanding of what encouraged 
him to go to Beijing. Besides, we will find out the impacts of new culture on Mr. Shen 
which differed from that on other people and influences of these differences toward 
Mr. Shen’s future literacy career. 
The primitive New Literature played a vital role for Mr. Shen’s choice of live. 
However, before he contacted the New Literature, he had already been influenced and 
nurtured by Chinese traditional literature and had also brewed a secret literacy dream. 
The emergence of new literature helped him find out how to fulfill his dream. When 
the New Literature spread to Xiangxi, the folklore was booming while the literacy 
literature was under development. The immature of the whole literature system 
provided room for the coming of the New Literature. Subsequently, the tradition 
literature and New Literature went hand in hand; the literacy literature and folklore 
were compatible to each other. The presence of open and compatible literature 
atmosphere provided conditions for Shen Congwen to accept New Literature. 
The New Literature world before Mr. Shen’s departure for Beijing was somewhat 
different from the real one not only because the aesthetic experience was still been 















The orientation anticipation prior to reading the New Literature went along with the 
innovation expectation when reading resulted in selective and creative acceptance. Mr. 
Shen’s sublation on primitive crude art style, on the contrary, inspired his imagery 
thinking that was very huge since his childhood and enabled him to possess the 
remarkable style of writing. Under the enlightenment of New Literature, Mr. Shen 
became literati instead of a solider and subsequently his lyricist dream to express 
personal feeling was replaced by his novelist dream. Unfortunately, such 
transformation was not in good agreement with his poetic characteristic. Furthermore, 
his great poetic thinking abstract thinking required by the enlighteners were not easy 
to be compatible with each other. These contradictions appeared in his literacy career 
time to time. 
In this thesis we select Shen Congwen’s acceptance of new literature prior to his 
departure for Beijing as a perspective to investigate Mr. Shen. It perhaps helps us 
better appreciate the origin of Mr. Shen and his literature career.  
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① 沈从文：《从文自传》，《沈从文全集》（修订版），张兆和主编，太原：北岳文艺出版社，第 13卷，2009，
第 365页。（本文的《沈从文全集》皆出自这个版本。） 






















































































的存在。除了王瑶发表于 50 年代初的《中国新文学史稿》和唐弢主编于 1979
                                                        
① 沈从文：《从文自传》，《沈从文全集》第 13卷，第 362页。 










































                                                        
① 原文如此。 
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